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Abstract. The mathematical models and solution algorithms for optimization of grillage-type foundations arc presented. 
Optimization of grillage is based on optimization of separate beams comprising grillage. Minimising of maximum in 
absolute value vertical reactive force, bending moment, and reaction-bending moment together is sought in a separate 
beam. All these problems are non-linear, therefore are solved iteratively changing in each iteration the structure shape 
to a better neighbouring shape. Solution of this requires three steps: finite element analysis, analytical sensitivity analy
sis, and optimal re-design via linear mathematical programming. The main problem related to the proposed technique is 
to guarantee the global minimum solution. Engineering algorithm is suggested for avoidance of local minimum solu
tions: optimization procedure starts from quasi-optimal initial pile placement scheme, which is designed by a special 
expert system. 
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1. Introduction 

Optimization is an inherent part of all engineering 
practice. In the construction of buildings means that, all 
parts of buildings from foundations to roofs should be 
designed and built optimally and thrifty as much as the 
conditions of safety and comfort allow. In this paper 
we shall concentrate on the optimal design of grillage
type foundations, which are the most popular and effec
tive scheme of foundations, especially in case of weak 
grounds. 

A grillage consists of separate beams. A separate 
beam may a) be supported by piles, b) reside on other 
beams; a mixed scheme may be the case. The optimal 
scheme of grillage should possess, depending on given 
carrying capacities of piles, the minimum possible num
ber of piles. Theoretically, reactive forces in all piles 
should approach the limit magnitudes of reactions for 
those piles. Limit pile reactions may differ from beam to 
beam provided different characteristics (ie, diameters, 
lengths, profiles) of piles are given, or the piles are the 
same but the ground differs remarkably under different 
parts of building. Practically, this is difficult to achieve 
if designer, due to some considerations, introduces into 
the grillage scheme the so-called 'immovable supports' 
that have to retain their positions and do not participate 
in optimization process. 

On the other hand, in order to optimally utilise the 
steel framework of joining beams, the bending moments 
in beams should be as small as possible and distributed 
uniformly over the structure, or, at worst, maximum posi
tive moments should match the minimum ones. 

Both goals can be achieved by choosing appropri
ate pile positions. Designer may arrive at the optimal 
pile placement scheme by engineering tests algorithms 
only in case of simple geometries and simple loadings. 
Otherwise mathematical optimization procedures are evi
dent necessities. In this paper we try to pose mathemati
cal optimization problems and to define solution meth
ods, etc, up to the introduction into programme codes. 

The inspiration for the work came from Dutch soft
ware company Matrix Software which produces and 
maintains package MatrixFrame® for finite element 
analysis and design of buildings. The package has built 
-in programme tool for optimal pile placement scheme 
based on engineering tests-and-errors approach. However, 
for complex grillages with thousands of piles it exposes 
unacceptable run-times or is unable to solve the problem 
correctly. 

Here we describe completely different approach to 
the solution of aforementioned problems based on math
ematical optimization. So far, excluding the authors' 
papers [1, 2], where the optimization of a single grillage 
beam was dealt with, any references were found in sci-
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entific literature. The single beam is optimized using 
'move limit technique' [3-7]. 

2. Idealizations 

Evidently both mmtmtzation problems of re~ctive 
forces in piles and bending moments in joining beam 
are non-linear and non-convex. If the whole grillage 
optimization problem is attacked, a) the complex math
ematical apparatus should be involved, because pile po
sitions have to follow the scheme of joining beams, 
which, in tum, is dependent on erection framework; b) 
global optimization is the must. Our choice is to attack 
problem from the simplest side, beginning with the opti
mization of separate beams and leaving aside graph theo
ries and global optimization for future investigations. 

Therefore basis for whole optimization process of 
grillage is the optimization of a single beam. All grillage 
is divided into separate beams, "the upper beams" rest
ing on "the lower beams". First, all beams are analysed 
and optimised separately. Joints and intersections of the 
upper and lower beams are idealised as immovable sup
ports for upper beams. Reactive forces in these fictitious 
supports are obtained during the analysis stage of the 
upper beams. Joints for the lower beams are idealised as 
concentrated loads of same magnitude but of opposite 
sign as reactive forces in fictitious supports. If more than 
2 beams meet at joint, all beams are considered to be 
"the uppers" except for one the "lower". Distinguishing 
between the upper and lower beams can be done auto
matically by programme or by the designer's wish. Later 
on, as these fictitious reactions/concentrated loads de
pend on pile positions obtained in optimization problem, 
all calculations are embraced by iterative loop in order 
to level with proper accuracy forces at joints (or 
stiffnesses, if desired). 

Now let us consider optimization of a particular 
beam of grillage. The specified data for optimization 
consist of: 

- beam geometry 
- beam material characteristics 
- loadings (ie, concentrated loads and moments, dis-

tributed loadings of trapezoidal character) 
- given immovable supports (if any). These supports 

will not participate in optimization process and will 
retain their positions 

- fictitious immovable supports (if the beam is "up
per") 

- limit reactive forces in supports introduced through 
allowable reaction Rallowable and factors to this reac
tion ./;. i= I, 2, ... , number-of-movable-supports. This 
allows, in addition to multilevel optimization on 
whole grillage stage (different Rallowable for different 
beams), a multilevel optimization on beam stage (dif
ferent limit reactions for particular supports) 

- minimum allowable distances between adjacent sup
ports introduced purely due to technical conditions 
of pile erection process 

All supports may be of two types: a) supports with 
specified displacements (where zero displacements are 
the most common case), and b) displacements with speci
fied stiffuess characteristics. First supports are rather non
realistic representations and do not give satisfactory 
analysis results even in some simple cases. For example, 
when multiple supports are needed to carry large con
centrated loads, this kind of supports will lead to a log
jam. Provided odd number of supports is placed under 
load, and then central support will be located just be
neath the load and will take all the force. In case of 
even number of supports the "saw-teeth" like distribution 
of reactions is observed, and the more supports will be 
installed, the larger in absolute value reactions will arise. 

The problem has to be solved in statics and in lin
ear stage. The problem size is up to 100 supports in 
separate beam and up to 150 beams in grillage, till 15 
000 design parameters in total. 

The only expected results are the least possible num
ber of movable supports and those their positions by 
which all reactions do not exceed limit magnitudes, the 
bending moments are as small as possible and uniform. 

3. Problem statement 

Three optimization problems are to be examined: 
distribution of bending moments in joining beams, mini
mization of reactions at supports, and concurrent mini
mization of moments/reactions. The optimization prob
lems are stated as follows: 

Minimise (over feasible shapes) maximum P (over 
beam and load cases) 

with P being the parameter to be optimised. The fea
sible shape of structure is defined by the type of certain 
supports, the given number and layout of different cross
sections as well as different materials in the structure. 

For the first problem parameter Pis maximum bend
ing moment at some points of structure ( eg, finite ele
ment mesh nodes): 

p =I Mmax 1. (1) 

The maximum difference between vertical reactive 
force at a support and allowable reaction for this sup
port (introduced through given factors f) is used for the 
second problem, thus allowing to achieve different reac
tions at particular supports: 

p = (R; - ./; * Rallowable )max' 

i = 1, 2, ... , number-of- supports. (2) 

Minimization stops when Pmax reaches zero magni
tude. 

Concurrent minimization of moments/reactions is 
more complicated. So far, any successful merit function 
for problem has been found, therefore a pseudoconcurrent 
optimization is perfonned using engineering algorithm: 

1) Optimise reactions using 0.8*Rallollable in merit 
function (2); when this problem is solved, go 
to 2. 
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2) Optimise moments using merit function (I). 
2.1) If Pmax > 0 return to 1. 

If unifonn distribution of moments is achieved, stop. 
Clearly all problems are highly non-linear. Our 

choice is to use robust and reliable methods: finite ele
ment method for static analysis and linear mathematical 
programming (Simplex procedure) for optimization. Thus 
the problems have to be solved iteratively and are con
verted to a sequence of approximately linear problems 
of an optimal re-design. In each iteration the current 
shape is changed to a better neighbouring shape. The 
solution requires three steps: 

• finite element analysis, 
• sensitivity analysis with regard to design param

eters, 
• optimal re-design with linear programming. 
Further, the minimum-maximum problem is con

verted to a pure minimum problem with constraints by 
treating Pmax as unknown subject to constraints that Pmax 

limits the magnitudes of parameter P everywhere in the 
structure and for all load cases when design changes ~ ti 
are performed 

(3) 

for the total structural space x. The comma here and 
below means the differentiation. 

For computational reasons a beam length constraint 
L = L is also included: 

L+ IL.t.Mi -L=O. 
I 

(4) 
i 

Several possibilities exist in the choice of design 
parameters t; on which the structure shape depends. 
Our choice is to use the most evident from the engineer
ing point of view parameters: nodal co-ordinates of all 
(or a chosen set of) supports. 

4. Optimization technique and algorithm 

With reference to [3, 4], let us shortly describe the 
optimization procedures, first for a single beam and then 
for the whole grillage. 

Optimization procedure for a single beam. Two 
absolute limits sets (maximum and minimum) on all de
sign co-ordinates status T are introduced according to 
existing design restrictions or other considerations. In any 
case the design variable cannot exceed these limits. For 
the first solution step, current design variables status 
T = 0. The absolute limits may differ from one design 
variable to another, however the maximum absolute move 
limits must be positive, but the minimum ones negative: 

Tmax ;:: O, 

Tmin ~ O, 

Tmin ~T~Tmax. 
(5) 

Further, the move limits on the design variables a!-

terations AT per one iteration are introduced, again 
maximum and minimum. These move limits may vary 
from one design variable to another and have to be ad
justed to the extent of non-linearity of problem so that 
Simplex' predictions on the future behaviour of the struc
ture do not differ remarkably from finite element solu
tion. In general, move limits should be gradually shrunk 
as the design approaches the optimum. The accuracy of 
the approximation is required to be higher when we get 
close to the optimum because the gains are small and 
can be swamped by approximation errors. Adjustment 
of iteration move limits can be done easily by special 
programmed procedures. Thus, 

(6) 

Later on, a two sets of intermediate always positive 

variables ~T+ and ~T are introduced in order to sat
isfy requirements of Simplex procedure. Omitting details 
(see [1, 2, 3]) 

(7) 

Now the final problem formulation for mathemati
cal programming is: 

Minimise Pmax 

with constraints: 

level of P everywhere in the structure ~ P max ; 

design changes do not exceed move limits, and de
sign status does not exceed absolute limits; 
length of model is constant. 

Considering only the first derivatives in Taylor's 
expansion, the first constraints at the nodal points of 
structure become 

P +[Ph ~T- P max ~ 0 • 

or avoiding the inequality 

[/]P- 1P111a.>. + [PJ.T AT+= 

- p - [P] T ATmin. 

(8) 

(9) 

The second group of constraints in matrix notation 
for all design variables is 

AT+ + AT = ATmax - ATmin , (10) 

while the third one is as follows: 

L + l)L"l AT= L 
,T 

(11) 

where the sum covers only the active elements, ie in
cluding the current desig~ variable as a node of element. 
In the first iteration L = L . 

Optimization procedure for grillage. First of all, "the 
upper" and "lower beams" are distinguished, either au
tomatically or by designer. Optimization of separate 
beams then has to be embraced by accuracy loop be
cause pile placement scheme of one beam influences re
action distributions in remaining beams. The following 
algorithm is employed: 
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1) Starting accuracy loop. Initialisation: stiff-nesses 
at fictitious immovable supports of upper beams 
simulating joints with lower beams, accuracy tol
erance. 

1.1) Optimization of the upper beams using defined in 
the last iteration stiffnesses of fictitious immov
able supports. 

1.2) Optimization of the lower beams in addition to 
specified loadings taking into account concentrated 
loads coming from the upper beams. 

1.3) If stiffnesses of the upper and lower beams at joints 
do not match (with specified accuracy), go to 1.1. 

1.4) Filtering results to exclude matching supports at 
joints of beams. Stop. 

5. Finite element. Matrices for sensitivity analysis 

Finite element matrices 
Simple two-node beam element with 4 d.o.f.'s [8, 

9] has been implemented in analysis. Nodal d.o.f.'s of 
element are: 

(12) 

Wk and 8k, k = i, j being deflection and rotation, posi

tive counter-clockwise, accordingly. 
The interpolation functions for all d.o.f.'s in Carte

sian co-ordinates are as follows: 

[N]= 

T 

1_ 3x
2 + 2x

3 

L2 L3 

2x2 x3 

x---+-
L L2 

3x2 2x3 
-----
L2 L3 

x2 x3 
--+

L L2 

with L for the length of an element. 

(13) 

Bending moments at nodes, positive when cause the 
"positive" layers of a finite element experience tension, 
are related to deflections by flexural rigidity: 

M = -E I w,xx = E I LNi•xxui. (14) 

After the nodal displacements are obtained, the re
active forces are available according to: 

Ri = IJKu]u J. 
j 

Relations for sensitivity analysis 

(15) 

As seen from (3), the sensitivity (ie, derivatives with 
regard to nodal co-ordinates) of bending moments and 
reactive forces is the must for optimization: 

( 17) 

with superscript a standing for ensemble. 
The derivatives of nodal displacements is obtained 

by solution of general sensitivity analysis 

-a 
[K]au.:, = P (18) 

with pseudo-load vector 

(19) 

The procedure for derivative of element stiffness 

matrix from which matrix of ensemble [ Kt, x, is com

posed as follows: replace L with x -x, detect whether k 
J l 

is ith or jth node of an element, and obtain [ K] . x, or 

[ K] ' x
1

, respectively. Thus only the element possessing 

node k renders non-zero stiffness derivatives. 
Similar procedures are valid for derivatives of forces 

and reactions. 
All matrix expressions are lengthy, therefore com

puter algebra was employed for them. 

6. Programme 

The finite element computational procedure, sensi
tivity analysis and optimal re-design via linear program
ming form the programme kernel (written in Fortran 90), 
which is supplemented with pre- and post-processing 
capabilities (in C++). Natural desire of the designer is 
the "one button click" programme that automatically ren
ders optimal solution. Main problem of suggested tech
nique is caused by the use of linear mathematical pro
gramming. Except for problems with relatively simple 
geometry and loading, it inevitably leads to a local mini
mum solution. However, it is hardly conceivable to use 
procedures of global optimization for problems of a given 
size [ 1 0-12]. Evident way out of situation is to start op
timization procedure from near-optimum initial scheme. 
Special expert system is created which analyses geom
etry of beam, loadings, carrying capacities of piles and 
yields quasi-optimal initial pile placement scheme. Ini
tial finite element mesh is prepared automatically, intro
ducing nodes at support places, jumps of material and 
cross-sections properties, etc. Quite dense finite element 
mesh is necessary, primarily due to the only evaluation 
procedure of bending moments at calculated via arith
metic mean of bending moments obtained from neigh
bouring finite elements, and this makes the moment de
rivatives more sensitive to the finite element lengths. 

The pre-processor allows the supports - "master 
nodes", ie, nodes co-ordinates of which are design vari
ables in optimization procedure, to move over structure 
freely following Simplex solutions. The only exception 
is situation when two or more master nodes meet: in this 
case the programme suspends them at given minimum 
allowed distance between adjacent supports. This may 
cause small numerical disturbances in sensitivity analysis. 
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Fig I. Supports placement optimization of grillage with spring type supports. a) Loading of structure. b) Support reactions 
atler optimization. c) Optimization quality histogram. 

c) 

Fig 2. Optimization of grillage with the fixed supports type. a) Geometry and loading of structure. b) Optimization results 
when shear forces redistribution factor is I%. c) Optimization results when shear forces redistribution factor is I 00% 
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7. Numerical examples 

The following numerical examples demonstrate the 
capabilities of the proposed technique. We restrict our
selves with examples of reaction minimisation of aca
demic character in order to be able to compare the ob
tained results with the optimal shapes of grillages known 
in advance. 

Example 1. Grillage of rectangular shape loaded with 
uniformly distributed loading of intensity 20. All the 
supports should be generated by programme; supports 
with specified vertical stiffness k . = 106 were given spnng 

for programme, while Rallowable = 100. The programme 
yields 10 spring-supports placed under "the lower", longer 
beams. The required tolerance of calculations is achieved 
in 3 iterations of accuracy loop. Note, the reactions in 
supports are not equal (Fig 1, c), because the programme 
stops optimization loops after the allowable reaction is 
not exceeded in any support. 

Example 2. Grillage with supports with specified 
zero displacements (Fig 2). Central beam rests on two 
"lower beams". This purely academic example demon
strates another mechanism for loading transmission from 
the upper beam to the lower ones. If due to some con
siderations the user does not want the loading from the 
upper beam to be transmitted to the lower ones, he in
troduces small "shear redistribution factor" (say, of value 
1%) for "the upper beam". In this case almost all load
ing is taken by supports placed under the upper beam 
(Fig 2 b). This is achieved by multiplying the magnitude 
of allowable reaction for immovable supports at the ends 
of upper beam by given "shear redistribution factor". 
These immovable supports simulate the influence of lower 
beams to the behaviour of upper beam. Now the upper 
beam is optimised using 2 sets of allowable reactions: 
one for movable supports inside beam and second for 
immovable supports. 

Otherwise, in case of factor magnitude ;:::: 100%, 
loading through joints goes to the lower beams and is 
taken by supports placed under the lower beams. 

8. Concluding remarks 

The mathematical models for optimization of gril
lage-type foundations are presented. Minimising of maxi
mum in absolute value vertical reactive force, bending 
moment, and reaction-bending moment together is sought. 
Optimization of grillage is based on optimization of sepa
rate beams comprising grillage. Finite element method, 
analytical sensitivity analysis and linear mathematical 
optimization are employed in the proposed technique. 

Engineering algorithm is suggested for avoidance of lo
cal minimum solutions: optimization procedure starts from 
quasi-optimal initial pile placement scheme, which is 
designed by special expert system. Solutions of a num
ber of problems demonstrate the validity of proposed 
algorithms. New investigations of merit functions are 
needed for the case of joint optimization of reactions 
and moments. Investigations of possibilities to use glo
bal optimization and graph theories in grillage optimiza
tion are foreseen in the future. 
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